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Despite intense interest and considerable works, definitive experimental evidence for time reversal
invariant topological superconductivity is still lacking. Hence searching for such superconductivity
in real materials remains one of the main challenges in the field of topological material. Previously
it has been shown that in the buckled honeycomb lattice structure, hydrogenated single bilayer Bi,
namely BiH, is a topological insulator. Here we predict that upon n-type doping, BiH is a time
reversal invariant topological superconductor. Interestingly the edge states of such superconductor
consists of both helical complex fermion modes and helical Majorana fermion modes.

PACS numbers: 74.20.Rp, 74.20.-z, 74.20.Pq

I. I. INTRODUCTION

Intrinsic and symmetry protected topological states
have attracted great interest in condensed matter physics
recently1,2. In particular, symmetry protected free
fermion topological phases have been intensively stud-
ied both theoretically and experimentally3,4. For ex-
ample 2D and 3D topological insulators protected by
the time-reversal (TR) symmetry have been theoreti-
cally predicted5–10 and experimentally verified11,12. In
addition, possible free fermion topological insulators and
superconductors in various spatial dimension have been
classified13,14. Proposals for realization of time reversal
invariant (TRI) superconductivity include the proximity
induction15,16 and new superconducting materials17–19.
However despite focused theoretical and experimental
efforts13,14,17–30, there is no consensus on the presence
of TRI topological superconductivity in any known sys-
tem yet. For example whether the superconductivity in
CuxBi2Se3

26 is a topological one17,27 is very much under
debate28–31.

In this paper we present the theoretical evidence that
the n-type doped single bilayer BiH is a TRI topolog-
ical superconductor. The starting point of our anal-
ysis is a tight-binding model of the band structure of
BiH. The tight binding parameters are chosen to re-
produce the band dispersion of earlier first principle
calculations32,33. In particular, in the absence of dop-
ing, it yields a QSH insulator with a large indirect band
gap. We model the electron correlation by the intra and
inter-orbital Coulomb repulsion U, V and the Hund’s rule
coupling JH . These parameters are obtained from con-
straint density functional theory calculations. Upon elec-
tron doping, we perform a mean-field pairing instability
analysis which predicts the dominant pairing channel as
(p+ ip′)↑↑, (p− ip′)↓↓ and hence leads to a TRI topolog-
ical superconducting state. We stress that although the
analysis in this paper is done for BiH, we believe similar
physics should hold in other bilayer Bi-Hydride/Halide
materials.

II. II. MATERIAL AND MODEL

A. A. The crystal and band structures

A schematic representation of the optimized crystal
structure for the bilayer BiH is shown in Fig.1(a). The
bilayer of Bi atoms form a buckled honeycomb lattice,
with sublattice A and B hydrogenated from above and
below, respectively. The point group is D3d which pos-
sesses the inversion symmetry. The band structure is
shown in Fig.1(b), from which one finds that the main
component near the Fermi energy consists of the px and
py orbitals of Bi, as its pz orbital bounds with hydro-
gens and thus only contributes to bands far away from
the Fermi energy. The px and py orbitals on nearby Bi
atoms couple via coexisting σ- and π- bonds, as shown
in Fig.1(c) for the nearest-neighbor case. On the ex-
perimental side the Bi(111) bilayer has been synthesized
recently34,35. It can be used as a starting template to
fabricate the BiH studied here.

Based on the above crystal and band structures, we
construct the following px,y-orbital tight-binding model
to describe the low energy band structure of the Bi
bilayer32,33,36.

H0 =
∑
〈iµ,jν〉σ

tiµ,jνc
†
iµσcjνσ − λ

∑
i

c†i τ
yszci. (1)

Here i, j label the sites of the honeycomb lattice and
µ/ν = x, y designate the px and py orbitals. The hopping
integral tiµ,jν can be obtained from the Slater-Koster
formula37

tiµ,jν = tijσ cos θµ,ij cos θν,ij + tijπ sin θµ,ij sin θν,ij , (2)

where θµ,ij denotes the angle from the µ direction to
rj − ri. The last term in Eq. (1) is the only symmetry
allowed on-site spin-orbit coupling (SOC), where τ and s
are the orbital and spin Pauli matrices, respectively. In
the following, we shall use tNNπ = −0.45tNNσ , tNNNσ =
0, tNNNπ = −0.15tNNσ and λ = 0.35tNNσ (for more
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FIG. 1. (color online).(a) The structure of hydrogenated single bilayer Bismuth, BiH. Upper panel: top view and lower panel:
side view. The Bi atoms in each layer form a sublattice of the buckled honeycomb lattice. The Bi-atoms in the upper/lower
layer are bonded by hydrogens from above/below. This structure is also applicable for the Bismuth Halide compounds. (b)
The band structure of the BiH single bilayer. The size of the symbols is proportional to the weight of the band eigenfunctions
on different atomic orbitals (color coded). For undoped compound the Fermi level is set to zero. (c) The arrangement of the
px and py orbitals in a hexagonal plaquette, and the σ and π bonds between them. (d) A comparison of the band structures
in the presence of SOC for BiH calculated using the first principle (black dotted curve) and the tight binding methods (1)(red
solid curve). The tight binding parameters are given in Appendix A. (e) The edge spectrum (for the“zigzag" edges) computed
using the tight-binding model. (f)-(h) The Fermi pockets for 5% hole doping (f) and 4%, 10% ((g) and (h)) electron doping
respectively.

details see Appendix A). Here the t
NN(NNN)
σ(π) denotes

the hopping integral via nearest-neighbor (next-nearest-
neighbor) σ- (π-) bonds respectively.

In Fig.1(d) we plot the band structure of Eq. (1). A
direct band gap ∼ 1.2 eV opens at the K-points due to
the large on-site SOC33. This gap pushes the conduction
band minimum at K above that at Γ resulting in an in-
direct band gap. The above bandstructure captures all
main features of the first principle results and is char-
acteristic of all Bi-Hydride/Halide compounds. It turns
out that this bandstructure describes a quantum spin
Hall (QSH) insulator. In Fig.1(e) we show the in-gap he-
lical edge modes along the “zigzag" edges of the buckled
honeycomb lattice.

Upon p-type doping, hole-pockets appear around the
K-points, as shown in Fig.1(f) (for 5% doping). Upon
n-type doping, an electron-pocket first appears around
Γ as shown in Fig.1(g) (for 4% doping). For larger n-
type doping additional electron pockets appear around
the K-points as shown in Fig. 1(h) (for 10%-doping).

B. B. The electron correlation.

To describe doped BiH it is important to take the elec-
tron correlation into account. We model the electron cor-
relation by the intra and inter-orbital Coulomb repulsion

U, V and the Hund’s coupling JH . These parameters are
obtained from constrained density functional theory cal-
culations (see Appendix B). The total Hamiltonian reads

H = H0 +H1, (3)

H1 =
∑
i

{
U(nix↑nix↓ + niy↑niy↓) + V nixniy

+ JH
[∑
σσ′

c†ixσc
†
iyσ′cixσ′ciyσ

+(c†ix↑c
†
ix↓ciy↓ciy↑ + h.c.)

]}
, (4)

where the usual symmetry argument requires U = V +
2JH . For BiH, our first principle calculation (Appendix
B) yields the following estimates of the interaction pa-
rameters: U = 1.16 eV, V = 0.24 eV, JH = 0.46 eV.
Upon doping, Eq. (4) is the starting point of our mean-
field Cooper pairing analysis.

III. III. MEAN-FIELD ANALYSIS

A. A. Approach: classification and decoupling

Due to the absence of Fermi surface(FS) nesting and
the relatively weak electron correlation we expect super-
conducting pairing to be the primary electronic instabil-
ity. We classify the pairing symmetry according to the
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TABLE I. The Cooper pair operators associated with seven
different pairing symmetries. Here caµσ annihilates an elec-
tron with sublattice index a(=A,B), orbital index µ(=x, y)
and spin index σ(=↑, ↓). The sign εa is equal to 1(-1) for
sublattice-A(B), respectively.

symmetry pairing operator

s
∑
a

[
cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑ + β

∑
µ caµ↑caµ↓

]
dx2−y2

∑
a (cax↑cax↓ − cay↑cay↓)

dxy
∑
a (cax↑cay↓ − cax↓cay↑)

f
∑
a εa

[
cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑ + β

∑
µ caµ↑caµ↓

]
px

∑
a εa (cax↑cax↓ − cay↑cay↓)

py
∑
a εa (cax↑cay↓ − cax↓cay↑)

(p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓
∑
a εacaxσcayσ

transformation property of the gap function under the
point group operations. Because all interaction terms
in Eq. (4) are local, we expect all mean-field supercon-
ducting instabilities to be associated with on-site Cooper
pairing. There are seven distinct on-site pairing whose
Cooper pair operators are given in Table 1. The trans-
formation properties of these operators under the point
group operations are given in the Appendix C.

In terms of local pairing operators Eq.(4) can be ex-
pressed as the sum of an interorbital pairing part

Hinter = (V + JH)
∑
i

∆̂
(−)†
xy↑↓ (i) ∆̂

(−)
xy↑↓ (i)

+ (V − JH)
[∑
iσ

∆̂†xyσσ (i) ∆̂xyσσ (i)

+
∑
i

∆̂
(+)†
xy↑↓ (i) ∆̂

(+)
xy↑↓ (i)

]
(5)

and an intraorbital pairing part

Hintra = U
∑
iµ

∆̂†µµ↑↓ (i) ∆̂µµ↑↓ (i)

+ JH
∑
i,µ6=ν

∆̂†µµ↑↓ (i) ∆̂νν↑↓ (i) , (6)

where ∆̂µνσσ′(i) ≡ ciµσciνσ′ and ∆̂
(±)
µν↑↓ ≡

1√
2

(
∆̂µν↑↓ ± ∆̂µν↓↑

)
. From (5) and (6) it’s clear

that for U, V > 0 and JH > V , the energetically favored
pairing channels include ∆̂xyσσ and ∆̂

(+)
xy↑↓. These

channels include pairings with s, f and p+ ip′ symmetry
in Table 1. (Note that although the intraorbital pairing
is energetically unfavored, the SOC can mix them with
the inter-orbital pairing as long as symmetry allows it.)

Through mean-field decoupling of Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) in
the seven possible pairing channels listed in Table 1, we
obtain the mean-field Hamiltonian for different pairing
symmetries. Solving the ground state of the mean-field
Hamiltonian self-consistently, we derive the gap equation
for each pairing channel. Solving the gap equations and

compare the associated mean-field ground state energies,
we determine the leading pairing symmetry. In our cal-
culation, we also perform the mean-field decoupling in
the momentum space, which yields the same results but
is more convenient in practise. Upon Fourier transform,
the Hamiltonian reads

H =
∑
kσµν

hµνσ (k) c†kµσckνσ

+
∑

iσ1σ2µνθξ

Uµνσ1

θξσ2
c†iµσ1

ciνσ1c
†
iθσ2

ciξσ2

→
∑
kασ

εαkσc
†
kασckασ

+
∑

kqσ1σ2µνθξ

Uµνσ1

θξσ2
c†kµσ1

cqνσ1c
†
−kθσ2

c−qξσ2 . (7)

Here µ/ν = 1, · · · , 4 represent for orbital-sublattice in-
dices (with 1(2) and 3(4) representing for the px(py)
orbitals on sublattice-A and B respectively), and α =
1, · · · , 4 are the band indices. The transformation be-
tween the orbital basis ckµσ and the band eigen basis
ckασ is given by,

ckµσ =
∑
α

ξσµα (k) ckασ. (8)

Note that due to the time-reversal symmetry, we have
the following relations,

εαk↑ = εα−k↓
ξα (k ↑) = ξα,? (−k ↓) , (9)

The interacting parameter Uµνσ1

θξσ2
is defined as,

U l1l2σl3l4σ
=

{
V−JH

4 , l1 = l2 6= l3 = l4 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}
JH−V

4 , l1 = l4 6= l3 = l2 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}

U l1l2σl3l4σ̄
=


U
2 , l1 = l2 = l3 = l4 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}
V
2 , l1 = l2 6= l3 = l4 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}
JH
2 , l1 = l3 6= l2 = l4 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}
JH
2 , l1 = l4 6= l3 = l2 ∈ {1, 2}or{3, 4}

(10)

Due to the local nature of the Hubbard interaction, in
order to get a non-zero interaction parameter, the indices
li(i = 1, · · · , 4) have to either all belong to the set {1, 2}
or all belong to the set {3, 4}. Moreover the fermion
anticommutation relation implies,

Uµνσθξσ = Uθξσµνσ = −Uµξσθνσ = −Uθνσµξσ ,

Uµνσθξσ̄ = Uθξσµνσ̄. (11)

Note that in the above we have restricted ourselves to
the Cooper scattering channel.

In the weak pairing limit, only intra-band pairing needs
to be considered. In that case

HI =
∑

kqµνθξσ1σ2

Uµνσ1

θξσ2
c†kµσ1

cqνσ1c
†
−kθσ2

c−qξσ2

→
∑

kqαβσ1σ2

V σ1σ2

αβ (k,q) c†kασ1
cqβσ1c

†
−kασ2

c−qβσ2 ,

(12)
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FIG. 2. (color online). (a) The (p + ip′)↑↑ gap function in real-space. The real (b) and imaginary (c) parts of the (p + ip′)↑↑
gap function and the f-wave gap function (d), for 4% electron doping, plotted around the FS.

where parameter

V σ1σ2

αβ (k,q) =
∑
µνθξ

Uµνσ1

θξσ2
ξσ1,∗
µα (k) ξσ1

νβ (q)

× ξσ2,∗
θα (−k) ξσ2

ξβ (−q) . (13)

Due to the Sz-conservation and the inversion symmetry,
the pairing potential V (i)

αβ (k,q) can take the following
four possible forms,

V
(1,1)
αβ (k,q) ≡ V ↑↑αβ (k,q)

V
(1,−1)
αβ (k,q) ≡ V ↓↓αβ (k,q)

V
(1,0)
αβ (k,q) ≡ 1

2

[
V ↑↓αβ (k,q)− V ↑↓αβ (k,−q)

]
V

(0,0)
αβ (k,q) ≡ 1

2

[
V ↑↓αβ (k,q) + V ↑↓αβ (k,−q)

]
(14)

The first three channels are for odd-parity pairings with
Sz = 1,−1, 0 respectively. The last channel is for even-
parity. Particularly, from equation (9) and (13), we found

V ↑↑αβ (k,q) = V ↓↓,∗αβ (−k,−q). (15)

To determine Tc, we use the following linearized gap
equation for each pairing channel,

− 1

(2π)2

∑
β

˛
FS

dk′‖
V

(i)
αβ (k,k′)

vβF (k′)
∆β(k′) = r∆α(k). (16)

Here, β labels the FS and the integral is performed
around each connected FS. Moreover, vβF (k′) is the Fermi
velocity at k′ on the β−th FS, and k′‖ represents the tan-
gential component of k′. Solving Eq.(16) as an eigen-
value problem, we obtain the pairing eigenvalue r (r is
related to the superconducting critical temperature Tc
via Tc ∼ cutoff energy e−1/r) and gap function ∆α(k).
The leading gap function is the one corresponds to the
largest eigenvalue r.

B. B. Results

Since our main interest is TRI topological supercon-
ductivity and in the weak pairing limit this type of su-

perconductivity requires the FS to enclose the TRI mo-
menta, in the following we shall focus only on low n-type
doping (< 8%) regime, where the fermiology resembles
that of Fig.1(g).

The result of our mean-field analysis shows that for
JH > U

3 (which is equivalent to JH > V upon using
the relation V = U − 2JH) and for doping concentration
< 8%, the leading pairing instability is the interorbital
equal spin, (p+ ip′)↑↑ and (p− ip′)↓↓, pairing (henceforth
abbreviated as (p±ip′)↑↑,↓↓). This is listed in the 7th row
of Table 1. The real space gap function for the ↑↑ pair-
ing is shown in Fig.2(a). The real and imaginary part of
the same gap function plotted around the FS (for doping
δ = 0.04) are shown in Fig.2(b) and Fig.2(c), respectively.
From Fig.2(b,c) it is apparent that the real (imaginary)
part of the gap function has the py (px) symmetry. The
momentum space ↓↓ gap function is the complex conju-
gate of that for ↑↑ so that TR symmetry is respected.

The doping-dependence of the eigenvalue r of the lin-
earized gap equation Eq.(16) for various pairing symme-
tries is shown in Fig.3(a). The interaction parameter
used to construct this figure is JH = 0.4U (V = U−2JH)
appropriate for BiH. From this figure it is apparent that
(p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ is the leading pairing symmetry for doping
< 8%. In the phase-diagram shown in Fig.3(c), we de-
termine the leading pairing symmetry as a function of
JH/U and doping level δ. The result shows (p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓
pairing is realized for low doping and U > JH > U/3.
We emphasize that SOC plays a crucial role in stabiliz-
ing the (p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ pairing. When the SOC parameter
λ is set to zero, the leading pairing symmetry becomes
f -wave (shown in Fig.2(d)).

In the (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ superconducting state there are
gapless helical Majorana edge modes (marked by “A” in
Fig.4(a) for the “zigzag" edge of the 4% n-type doped
system). The gapless modes centered at large momenta,
marked by “B", are the remnant of the complex fermion
helical edge modes of the QSH insulator. Such edge
modes can not participate in the (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ pairing
because the partners of a Cooper pair are localized on
opposite edges. Since the pairing interactions in Eq. (5)
and Eq. (6) are completely local, such distant pairing can

4
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not occur. Thus we have an interesting situation where
the edge modes of the (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ superconductor are
composed of the complex fermion edge modes of the
parent QSH insulator and the superconducting helical
Majorana edge modes. By degree of freedom count-
ing these amount to five Majorana fermion modes per
edge which can not be gapped out by TRI perturbations.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In addition to the electron-electron interaction, phonon
can play an substantial role in Cooper pairing, especially
for weakly correlated materials. In general phonon me-
diates additional attractive interaction which can reduce
the value of U and V in the preceding discussions. When
such extra attraction is weak so that U is still positive (V
can have either sign), the main effect is to increase the
JH/U ratio. In Fig.3(b), the doping dependence of the
pairing eigenvalue r for the three leading pairing symme-
tries is shown for, e.g., JH = 0.7U and V = −0.4U . The
result shows (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ remains the leading pairing
symmetry. The only difference is the Tc enhancement.
Thus (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ can survive weak phonon-mediated
attractive interaction.

Finally, we discuss the effect of the inevitable inversion
symmetry breaking caused by doping. Such breaking of
symmetry will induce the Rashba SOC in the Hamilto-
nian. The Rashba interaction splits the spin degenerate
FS into spin non-degenerate ones. In Fig.4(b) we show
the 4% n-type doped gap function after the FS is split by
a weak Rashba SOC λR = 0.08tNNσ . The opposite sign
of the gap function on the two FS implies the pairing
remains TRI and topological38. The fact that a centro-
symmetric TRI topological SC can evolve smoothly into
a non centro-symmetric TRI topological SC upon the in-
troduction of weak Rashba coupling has been discussed
in Ref.25. As a function of doping the TRI topological
pairing remains until δ > 0.08 where the Rashba SOC
causes gap nodes on the split FS.

In conclusion by combining first principle and mean-
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FIG. 4. (color online).(a) The edge spectrum (for the “zigzag"
edges) for the (p ± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ superconducting state at 4%-
doping. The in-gap states marked by “A" are helical Ma-
jorana modes. The in-gap states marked by “B" are helical
complex fermion modes. They are the remnant of the edge
modes of the parent QSH insulator. (b) The leading gap
function on the Rashba-split Fermi surfaces for 4% electron
doping. (The Rashba interaction used to construct this figure
is λR = 0.08tNNσ ).

field calculations, we predict a single bilayer of hydro-
genated Bismuth, BiH, to be a TRI topological super-
conductor. Moreover we predict the edge modes of such
superconductor consist of a pair of helical Majorana
fermion and two pairs of helical complex fermion edge
modes. We believe the physics discussed here can also
occur in other bilayer Bi-Hydride/Halide compounds.
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Appendix A: Appendix A: The tight-binding parameters

A low energy four band tight binding Hamiltonian with the on-site SOC interaction is given by Eq.(1) of the
main text. The Slater-Koster tight-binding (TB) parameters37 are obtained by least square fitting the tight binding
bandstructure to that obtained from the first principle calculation39. By including up to the next-nearest-neighbor
(NNN) hoppings, our tight-binding model reproduces the first principle energy bands fairly well. This is shown in
Fig.1(d) of the main text. Similarly, we obtain the Slater-Koster parameters for the Bi-Halide bilayer. The tight-
binding parameters in units of tNNσ for the bilayer BiH and other Bi Halide are listed in Table II.

Appendix B: Appendix B: The estimates of the Interaction parameters

1. a. The interaction parameter JH

Because the solid state screening of the Slater integrals F2 and F4 is usually small, we estimate the Hund’s coupling
JH by taking the atomic limit. For this purpose, we construct four simple cubic lattices composed purely of the
Bi atoms with large lattice constants of 10, 20, 40, and 80. The full potential nonorthogonal local orbital (FPLO)
code40,41 within both local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation(GGA) are employed
to calculate the difference of the total energies between two magnetic states with different total Bi moment ( 1µB and
3µB) for each artificial crystal discussed above. When the total moment is 3µB , the spins of the three electrons in
the 6p orbitals of each Bi atom are aligned. In contrast, when the total moment is 1µB , one of the three electrons has
spin opposite to the other two. Assuming the above energy difference is due to the Hund’s rule interaction, namely,
JH = (E(m = 1) − E(m = 3))/2, we obtain the results shown in Table III. From Table III, it is clear that the
obtained JH has little dependence on the lattice parameters of the artificial crystal.

2. b. The interaction parameter U

Constrained LDA and GGA calculations42,43implemented in the Wien2k code are carried out to estimate the
screened Coulomb intergral F 0

eff = U −JH42,43, which corresponds to the difference between the electron affinity and
the ionization energy upon adding and removing an electron in the valence shell of a given atom. Such constrained
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TABLE III. The Hund’s coupling JH of 6p orbital of Bi atom in a simple cubic lattice with large lattice constant. JH is estimated
from the energy difference between two magnetic states with magnetic moments of m = 1 and m = 3. The groundstate energies
of the magnetically ordered states are obtained from first principles calculations by FPLO code. Both LDA and GGA are used
for comparison.

a(Ao) JLDAH (eV) JGGAH (eV)

80 0.455 0.563
40 0.455 0.562
20 0.455 0.562
10 0.456 0.562

TABLE IV. The results of U from constraint LDA and GGA calculations.

LDA GGA

U = F 0
eff + JH(eV ) 1.16 1.49

LDA and GGA approaches are based on the observation that the energy of a system with increased or reduced
particle number is in principle computable within density functional theory. F 0

eff is then defined as the derivative
of the total energy with respect to the constrained occupation number on a given shell. Moreover, in order to avoid
double counting of the hopping matrix elements in the calculation of F 0

eff , one has to construct a supercell and set
one of the atom as an impurity where hopping to the rest of the system is suppressed.

In our calculations, we constructed a superlattice which consists of 2× 2× 1 supercell where 8 Bi ions and 8 H ion
are included. One of the Bi ion is set as the impurity where two 6p electrons are constrained to the core state to
avoid the hopping to the rest of the system.

The results are shown in Table IV.

Appendix C: Appendix C: Pairing symmetry

The point-group symmetry of the system includes the following operations: the inversion Î, the reflection R̂x,y
about the x- or y-axes (here the x, y-axes are shown in Fig.1(c) of the main text), and the rotation R̂(θ) about the
z-axis with the angle θ = ±π3 ,±

2π
3 . Note that in the real material, the point-group is D3d instead of D6h, because

the material is buckled and the A and B sublattices locate in different planes. In this point-group, an extra xy
plane mirror reflection should be added to the R̂y reflection and the ±π3 rotations since these operations change the
sublattice index of a lattice site. Thus in the definition of the point-group operations below, we have added the extra
xy plane mirror reflection where it is needed. Under these operations, an electron operator caµσ (with a, µ, σ labeling
the sublattice, orbital and spin degrees of freedom ) transforms as,

Î : caµσ → −cāµσ
R̂x : caµσ → (−1)µσcaµσ̄

R̂y : caµσ → (−1)µ+1σcāµσ̄

R̂(θ) : caxσ → e−iσθ (ca′xσ cos θ + ca′yσ sin θ)

R̂(θ) : cayσ → e−iσθ (−ca′xσ sin θ + ca′yσ cos θ) , (C1)
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where

(−1)µ =

{
1, µ = x

−1, µ = y

σ =

{
1, σ =↑
−1, σ =↓

a′ =

{
ā, θ = ±π/3
a, θ = ±2π/3

(C2)

Here, ā designates the opposite sublattice of a. Before going through the detailed transformation property of each
pair operator, we note the following two points

(1).To determine the inversion parity, one can simply examine whether the pair operator on the two sublattices
take the same form or differ by a sign. Therefore we shall focus on the other symmetry operations in the following.

(2). The factor e−iσθ is equal to unity for the total Sz = 0 Cooper pairs.
Now we check all seven pairing symmetries one by one.

1. a. s-wave

There can be two types of s-wave: one is inter-orbital and the other is intra-orbital, we analyze them separately.

a. 1. inter-orbital s-wave

The pair operator associated with the inter-orbital s-wave is given by

∆̂inter
s ≡

∑
a

cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑. (C3)

Acted by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms as

R̂x : ∆̂inter
s → (−1)0+1(−1)0+1

(∑
a

cax↓cay↑ + cax↑cay↓

)
= ∆̂inter

s

R̂y : ∆̂inter
s → (−1)1+0(−1)0+1

(∑
a

cāx↓cāy↑ + cāx↑cāy↓

)
= ∆̂inter

s

R̂(θ) : ∆̂inter
s →

∑
a

(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)

+ (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓) (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑)

=
∑
a

ca′x↑ca′y↓ + ca′x↓ca′y↑ = ∆̂inter
s (C4)

In addition, this pair operator is obviously inversion even since on the A and B sublattices it has the same form. Thus
it has s-wave symmetry.

b. 2. intra-orbital s-wave

The pair operator associated with the intra-orbital s-wave is given by,

∆̂intra
s ≡

∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓. (C5)
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When acted by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms as

R̂x : ∆̂intra
s →

∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ(−1)0+1caµ↓caµ↑ =
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓ = ∆̂intra
s

R̂y : ∆̂intra
s →

∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ+2(−1)0+1cāµ↓cāµ↑ =
∑
aµ

cāµ↑cāµ↓ = ∆̂intra
s

R̂(θ) : ∆̂intra
s →

∑
a

(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓)

+ (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)

=
∑
a

ca′x↑ca′x↓ + ca′y↑ca′y↓ = ∆̂intra
s (C6)

In addition, this pair operator is obviously inversion even. Thus this pair operator has s-wave symmetry.
Since the inter-orbital and intra-orbital s-wave pair operators transform identically, they are allowed to mix as

∆̂s ≡
∑
a

(cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑) + β
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓ (C7)

2. b. d-wave

There are two types of d-wave pairings, i.e. ∆dx2−y2 and ∆dxy
, which form a 2D representation of the point-group.

In the following, we check the transformation properties of them separately.

a. 1. dxy-wave

The pair operator is given by

∆̂dxy
≡
∑
a

cax↑cay↓ − cax↓cay↑. (C8)

When acted upon by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms as

R̂x : ∆̂dxy → (−1)0+1(−1)0+1

(∑
a

cax↓cay↑ − cax↑cay↓

)
= −∆̂dxy

R̂y : ∆̂dxy
→ (−1)1+0(−1)0+1

(∑
a

cāx↓cāy↑ − cāx↑cāy↓

)
= −∆̂dxy

R̂(θ) : ∆̂dxy
→
∑
a

(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)

− (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓) (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑)

=
∑
a

cos 2θ (ca′x↑ca′y↓ − ca′x↓ca′y↑)− sin 2θ (ca′x↑ca′x↓ − ca′y↑ca′y↓)

= cos 2θ∆̂dxy
− sin 2θ∆̂dx2−y2 (C9)

In addition, it is obviously inversion even. Thus this pair operator has the dxy symmetry.

b. 2. dx2−y2 -wave

The dx2−y2 pair operator is given by

∆̂dx2−y2 ≡
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓(−1)µ =
∑
a

(cax↑cax↓ − cay↑cay↓) . (C10)
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When acted upon by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms as

R̂x : ∆̂dx2−y2 →
∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ(−1)0+1caµ↓caµ↑(−1)µ =
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓(−1)µ = ∆̂dx2−y2

R̂y : ∆̂dx2−y2 →
∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ+2(−1)0+1cāµ↓cāµ↑(−1)µ =
∑
aµ

cāµ↑cāµ↓(−1)µ = ∆̂dx2−y2

R̂(θ) : ∆̂dx2−y2 →
∑
a

(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓)

− (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)

=
∑
a

cos 2θ (ca′x↑ca′x↓ − ca′y↑ca′y↓) + sin 2θ (ca′x↑ca′y↓ − ca′x↓ca′y↑)

= sin 2θ∆̂dxy
+ cos 2θ∆̂dx2−y2 . (C11)

In addition, it is obviously inversion even. Thus this pair operator has the dxy symmetry. From the above transfor-
mation properties, it is apparent that the dxy and dx2−y2 pair operators form a 2D representation of the point-group.

3. c. f-wave

There can be two types of f-wave (with total Sz = 0 ): one is inter-orbital and the other is intra-orbital, let’s analyze
them separately.

a. 1. inter-orbital f-wave

The pair operator of the inter-orbital f-wave is given by

∆̂inter
f ≡

∑
a

(cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑) εa, (C12)

where the sign εa is equal to 1(-1) for sublattice-A(B), respectively. When acted upon by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms
as

R̂x : ∆̂inter
f → (−1)0+1(−1)0+1

∑
a

(cax↓cay↑ + cax↑cay↓) εa = ∆̂inter
f

R̂y : ∆̂inter
f → (−1)1+0(−1)0+1

∑
a

(cāx↓cāy↑ + cāx↑cāy↓) εa = −∆̂inter
f

R̂(θ) : ∆̂inter
f →

∑
a

εa [(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)

+ (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓) (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑)]

=
∑
a

εa (ca′x↑ca′y↓ + ca′x↓ca′y↑)

=

{
−∆̂inter

f , θ = ±π/3
∆̂inter
f , θ = ±2π/3

(C13)

This pair operator is obviously inversion odd since it changes sign on the two sublattices. Thus, this pairing operator
has f-wave symmetry.

b. 2. intra-orbital f-wave

The intra-orbital f-wave pair operator is given by

∆̂intra
f ≡

∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓εa. (C14)
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When acted upon by R̂x,y and R̂(θ), it transforms as

R̂x : ∆̂intra
f →

∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ(−1)0+1caµ↓caµ↑εa =
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓εa = ∆̂intra
f

R̂y : ∆̂intra
f →

∑
aµ

(−1)µ+µ+2(−1)0+1cāµ↓cāµ↑εa =
∑
aµ

cāµ↑cāµ↓εa = −∆̂intra
f

R̂(θ) : ∆̂intra
f →

∑
a

εa [(cos θca′x↑ + sin θca′y↑) (cos θca′x↓ + sin θca′y↓)

+ (− sin θca′x↑ + cos θca′y↑) (− sin θca′x↓ + cos θca′y↓)]

=
∑
a

εa (ca′x↑ca′x↓ + ca′y↑ca′y↓)

=

{
−∆̂intra

f , θ = ±π/3
∆̂intra
f , θ = ±2π/3

(C15)

In addition, this pair operator is obviously inversion odd. Thus, it has the f-wave symmetry.
Since the inter and intra-orbital f-wave pair operators transform identically under all point operations, they are

allowed to mix as

∆̂f ≡
∑
a

εa (cax↑cay↓ + cax↓cay↑) + β
∑
aµ

εacaµ↑caµ↓ (C16)

4. d. p-wave

There are two types of p-wave pair operators with the total Sz = 0, i.e. px and py, which form a 2D representation
of the point-group.

The pair operators for px and py can be obtained from those of dx2−y2 and dxy by adding the extra sign factor εa,
which are given by

∆̂px ≡
∑
aµ

caµ↑caµ↓εa(−1)µ =
∑
a

εa (cax↑cax↓ − cay↑cay↓)

∆̂py ≡
∑
a

εa (cax↑cay↓ − cax↓cay↑) . (C17)

When acted upon by the elements of the point-group, they transform as

R̂x : ∆̂px → ∆̂px

R̂y : ∆̂px → −∆̂px

R̂x : ∆̂py → −∆̂py

R̂y : ∆̂py → ∆̂py

R̂(θ) : ∆̂px → e3iθ
(

cos 2θ∆̂px + sin 2θ∆̂py

)
R̂(θ) : ∆̂py → e3iθ

(
− sin 2θ∆̂px + cos 2θ∆̂py

)
. (C18)

In addition, these pair operators are obviously inversion odd. Thus they have the px and py symmetries.

5. e. p+ip’

Although having the same symmetry, the (p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓ pair operator discussed here is not the supposition of the px
and py operators discussed in the previous section (the latter turns out not to be the leading unstable pair operator).
Rather it is given by

∆̂p+ip′,σ ≡
∑
a

εacaxσcayσ (C19)
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Due to the εa factor, this pair operator is inversion odd. Under R̂x,y reflections, the ∆̂p+ip′,σ for opposite spins
transform into each other (since reflection change the sign of the spin).

In the main text, we show in Eq.(15) that the Cooper scattering amplitude for ↑↑ is the complex conjugate of that
for ↓↓. Therefore, we can choose a gauge under which the expectation value of ∆̂p+ip′,↑ is the complex conjugate of
that of ∆̂p+ip′,↓. Under this gauge, we define

∆̂R
p+ip′ ≡ ∆̂p+ip′,↑ + ∆̂p+ip′,↓

∆̂I
p+ip′ ≡ i

(
∆̂p+ip′,↑ − ∆̂p+ip′,↓

)
. (C20)

which are the real (imaginary) part of the p+ ip′ ↓↓ pair operator. It is straightforward to show that

R̂x : ∆̂I
p+ip′ → ∆̂I

p+ip′

R̂y : ∆̂I
p+ip′ → −∆̂I

p+ip′

R̂x : ∆̂R
p+ip′ → −∆̂R

p+ip′

R̂y : ∆̂R
p+ip′ → ∆̂R

p+ip′

R̂θ : ∆̂I → e3iθ(cos 2θ∆̂I + sin 2θ∆̂R)

R̂θ : ∆̂R → e3iθ(− sin 2θ∆̂I + cos 2θ∆̂R). (C21)

Comparing Eq.(C21) and Eq.(C18), we find that ∆̂I and ∆̂R transform identically as ∆px and ∆py . Therefore, we
have obtained the py + ipx ↑↑; py − ipx ↓↓ pair operators, i.e (p± ip′)↑↑,↓↓.
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